Future View

“Father, Jesus, I also, give Holy Spirit permission to teach me to instantly recognize
tension, accept its meaning (my thought is out of harmony with Jesus’ thought) and
again use the TPR.” John 14:26,27

At the next occurrence of tension your will will not feel like allowing Jesus to
give peace. Though you dislike tension, you are inclined to think it is normal
and justified. Giving permission at this time of peace allows Holy Spirit
freedom then to do more for you.
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Acquaintance View

"Father, I give Holy Spirit permission to make my thoughts and actions so like Jesus’
way to think and act, that You can attract (name) to notice and desire what You
are doing in me.”
1 John 5:16 Paraphrase

In this TPR for an acquaintance, there are two dynamic parts. First, there is
a guarantee that you will grow to think and act more like Jesus. Second,
Divinity’s promise assures that Holy Spirit will radiate to your acquaintance
the changes you allow Him to make in your thinking and behavior. Holy
Spirit uses this to help the one watching you want what you are getting and
eventually ask how they can get the same worthwhile change. And, you will
know how and introduce TPR to them and watch them have the same
elimination of tension as you.
Notice the Bible texts listed. Notice how they show that the ideas expressed
on this card are of Divine origin.
The Back Card Panel
aSMARTu – Social-Motivational and Restorative Techniques – promotes
“The ART of Better Living” Curriculum and provides Educational
Consultant Services beneficial to every aspect of our lives.
“The ART of Better Living” Curriculum is the information that gives
aSMARTu it’s purpose and reason to be a consultant service. The plural in
Services expresses the many areas of life’s responsibilities and
opportunities for which the curriculum can help achieve greater
effectiveness.
Wilbur Rilea is the author of the “The ART of Better Living” curriculum as
being taught and implemented by Divinity. He simply is one of your Royal
View Thinking associates.
Should you so desire, you are welcomed to contact me through the ways
listed on this panel. I would like very much to hear the results of your TPR
experiments and learn more through you.

Phone- 559-908-7719

e-mail- theviewtrainer@gmail.com
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Permission Response
Experiments
Stage 2

The Royal Vision
Permission Response
Card
I am excited that someone
Permission
likely gave you a single
Vision, Permission

introduced you to The
Response (TPR) and very
fold card- “The Royal
Response’’ card.
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When that individual
saw you, heard you
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or e-mail, they
recognized some
indicators that led them to
have three thoughts.
The first thought was
they recognized
evidence you were
experiencing very
uncomfortable, misery causing,
energy zapping tension,
JUST LIKE THEM. Secondly, they realized that they KNEW How-To
ELIMINATE tension EVERY TIME IT OCCURRES. Thirdly, they could
tell that you did not know what they knew. SO, they offered to share
TPR with you. (The experience of that offer is represented by the two individuals on
the face of the card.)

You accepted. TPR did the same for you. Now you are curious about it.

Inside Card, Top Panel
ROYAL VIEW THINKING BUILDER

- THE TOOL – TENSION ELIMINATION

The Permission Response
Every individual eternally participating
In companionship with Divinity

The Present
Royal-View-Thinking Emphasis

Enticing you to allow Them to teach you
How-To eliminate tension

The Permission Response is likely to be the most significant bit of
information that could be shared with you. While that will be for you to decide,
this Guide will explain the Royal Vision, Permission Response Card. This
will increase the cards usefulness as you begin experiments with TPR.
Front Panel
The ROYAL VISION is how Father, Jesus and Holy Spirit view you now and
throughout eternity.
That vision includes 1) you fulfilling Their burning hope that you will join Them
in participation in companionship. 2) To achieve Their vision They have had a
pretty much one sided companionship experience with you to acquaint you
with Themselves through moment by moment peace They have for you. 3)
Their pursuit shows They fully accept you just as you are even while keenly
aware of what you are, and, think of you as Their prince or princes. 4) They
have given and made available everything of benefit to groom you now in
thought, behavior and demeanor to eventually be an eternal co-ruler of the
universe with King Jesus, as well as, will give you appointments to be a Divinefamily-member ambassador to the vast number of inhabitants in the universe.
The Royal View is what you know and think about Divinity’s plan for you. The
Present Royal-View-Thinking Emphasis is the effort Divinity are putting forth
to inform you that They would like to eliminate your tension WHENEVER it
churns in you and, eventually, you never, ever experiencing it again because
of development of your Royal View Thinking.
That all sounds good. However, when you look back at your record trying to
manage or, at least, mask tension, does it make the wished-for-idea of
elimination seem unlikely? How can Divinity’s Royal Vision become yours,
too? What is the How-To? That answer is on the inside top card panel.
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The individual who introduced TPR to you is one of a growing
group of individuals who are learning to allow Holy Spirit to teach
them to use TPR. Each are just steps ahead of you in learning
that TPR does what you were first told. Each more clearly see it
as THE TOOL best designed FOR ELIMINATION OF
TENSION. They also find that, with repeated use of TPR,
positive changes are occurring in how they think reducing the
occasions of tension (though often undesirable events have not
decreased). That reduction-result has shown that TPR TOOL is
a Royal-View Thinking Builder.
Present View

“Father, Jesus, I give Holy Spirit permission to accelerate teaching me The Permission
Response— looking to Jesus by permitting His form and words into the same tensionaccompanied mental scene. Thank You for the results-- peace, replacement of my typical
way to think with more of Jesus’ way to think (Royal View Thinking), more Christ like
behavior and joy.”
Matt.11:28; Hebrews 12:2; Philippians 2:5; 4:6.7; Ps. 119,29,30; John 14:27; 16:13; 17:13

"Also, I choose to allow You to replace my desire for the wrong thought. Thank You for
just now making Christ-like changes in my genetic and neurological systems (the
locations of tendencies for wrong desires). Thank You for making me a conquering power
and grooming me as Your prince, or, princess."
Mark 10:36; Heb. 8:10; Ex. 36:26; Zech.13:1; Rom. 8:37; Isa. 32:1

The first paragraph contains the main Permission Response idea. It is simply
giving Divinity PERMISSION to provide you that which They have already
made available to you. Your use of it in starting out might be:

“Father, I give You permission to take my tension. Thank You
Holy Spirit for giving me Jesus’ peace.”
Soon Holy Spirit will expand your understanding to:
As your mind is looking at an undesirable event and you experience
tension, JUST PERMIT the form of Jesus (any attractive form you
imagine) to slip into the same picture. His form WILL BE
ACCOMPANIED WITH SOME OF HIS WORDS RECORDED IN THE
BIBLE. As you permit those words to be your thoughts, notice
that tension does not return as quickly. In that moment and there
after He helps you see how your tension accompanied thought was
different than the thought He gave you. Through the repeating of this
experience Holy Spirit teaches you that thinking differently than Jesus
is the cause of your tension and How-To permit Them to change it.
Divinity are grooming you with Their Royal Thinking qualities.
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